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The Music

In the Laderman string quartets one finds not only an intimate, personal expression, but an evolution of

form and style. His early quartets, such as the Second (from the early sixties) which won Mr. Laderman

the Rome Prize, use the twelve-tone technique. But in the Fifth, he experiments with a return to tonality

by writing tonal interludes between the twelve-tone movements. And for the first time, in the Sixth, he uses

his “non-developmental” technique—a process that repeats and layers ideas in new combinations but

does not develop them. Quartets Six, Seven and Eight form a cycle, each quartet in one long movement.

In his post twelve-tone style, tonality and atonality sometimes stand together, as in his later quartets,

his Ninth, Eleventh, and Twelfth, each one of which has a different overall form. The Ninth has six

movements, the Eleventh is a fifteen minute quartet in one movement, and the Twelfth has five con-

trasting episodes between two substantial outer movements.

Laderman’s commitment to chamber music and to the string quartet is longstanding. While at the

National Endowment for the Arts as Chair of the Music Program (1979-82) he helped create Chamber

Music America; while Dean of the Yale School of Music (1989-95) he established the chamber music

program which allowed young quartets such as the Cassatt, the Cosmos, and the Muir to study with the

members of the Tokyo String Quartet as mentors. The Alianza Quartet has championed his work and

recently commissioned and premiered his Twelfth Quartet. When asked to comment on his attraction

to the string quartet, Laderman remarks, “There couldn’t be a more personal idiom—a closeness that

communicates that I think is not found in any other medium.”

His last three quartets mark a move towards an even greater intensity, a further exploration of

articulation and timbre, a move towards heightened lyricism and expressivity and dense, complex textures.

The music combines a Romantic feeling with contemporary musical means to create a style that

goes beyond nineteenth century Romanticism and both the superheated Expressionism or the neo-

Romanticism of the twentieth century. The Ninth Quartet, completed in 1996, and premiered by the

Muir Quartet in September, 1999, was commissioned by the South Mountain Music Association.

Laderman calls it a “work of great extremes, with much creative excitement.” It has six movements:

Forza, Allegro, Allegretto, Andante, Timbral Variations, and Presto—something of a departure from the

This 9th CD with Albany Records brings me to the end of a

musical exploration started October 1, 2000. This culminating

cd, the final three string quartets I will ever compose represent

the most recent evolution of my compositional esthetic. Every

composer travels a road. Though syntax has evolved the fun-

damental building blocks are evident in the earliest works in

this collection. From the Concerto for Bassoon and String Quartet (1954) to the String

Quartet No. 12 (2008) there is a consistent approach to the way my music takes shape. It

almost always begins with an idea (Duo for Violin and Cello), a motive (String Quartet No. 6), a

chord progression (Concerto for Clarinet and Strings), a unique texture (Simoes for Multiple Cellos),

a concise set of notes (Piano Sonata No. 3)…all that follows is an outgrowth revealing the potential

of the material. Schoenberg writing about Brahms called it “continuous variation.” I call it continuous

adventure. The excitement, the fun, the joy that composing has afforded me is due in no small

measure to the unknown path traveled each morning as I sit before the blank sheet of music paper.

It’s a great way to spend a life. I recommend it without reservation.



The basic pitch material consists of two contrasting ideas, almost like a question and answer: the

first, which Laderman calls “arresting” consists of dramatic descending glissandi; the second, a three

note motive, consisting of a descending half step and ascending minor third, he says “is contemplative,

with a slight quality of foreboding.” These two ideas occur together, and between these thematic

statements comes contrasting material. “In this world of two ideas, other ideas intrude once, maybe

for thirty-six or forty-eight measures. They have an impact. They come, and then they’re gone forever.”

Laderman was recalling the fantasies of composers such as Mozart and Brahms—he gives the Mozart

c minor Fantasy as an example, which have a similar structure involving one recurring idea with four

totally different sections heard but once. 

The Twelfth was commissioned by the Alianza Quartet, who premiered it on a Yale School of Music

Concert of February, 2008 along with his Ninth and Eleventh. It has the personal quality found in the

late quartets of Beethoven. The idea of using shorter episodes within a longer work is something

Laderman does also in his Third Piano Sonata and his recent Interior Landscapes II. The first movement

of the quartet, Allegro con spirito, develops from an opening idea of a falling sixth, E-Flat to G, then a

falling third, A to F-Sharp, both in dotted rhythm. This idea is transformed using the dotted rhythm and

deriving new material from the intervals in a quite audible developmental process. This process is con-

trasted with sustained chords set in relief, moving in half notes, at one point marked “spacious.”

Laderman says he knew when he was writing the Twelfth that it would be his “farewell to the

quartet.” The first Episode, Andante con sordino, comes as a remarkable contrast to the first movement

—it seems as though we are looking back through memory at an enchanted past—at the string quartet

as it was in an earlier time, with a return to that clarity, sweetness, and richness characteristic of music

with tonal relationships. Harmonic progressions proceed in repeated chordal formations, over which

there are sliding chromatic melodies. Meters shift and the tempo sometimes accelerates, giving the

whole episode a feeling of being a recollection, slightly unreal, as a distant memory might be. Each

of the two sections ends with a haunting, plaintive melody in the violin. The use of mutes also creates

an ethereal, otherworldly effect. 

norm of four movements. The Forza, a brief movement of only twenty-nine bars, might be considered

an introduction, but this is more than a mere introduction. Laderman says: “The musical argument of

the quartet is first expressed in this movement.” The pitch cell of the quartet, the first four pitches, D,

G-Sharp, F, C-Sharp is the “basic pitch material for the whole quartet.” 

The Allegro is a tense, accented movement in 6/8, at one point marked “impassioned,” with driving

forward propulsion. The Allegretto uses a technique of thematic reduction—also used in Laderman’s

Clarinet Concerto. In the Allegretto the principal idea uses a more percussive articulation as the music

is compressed it hurtles rapidly to a conclusion, a technique that Laderman compares to the process of

matter being drawn into a black hole. The Andante is the emotional heart of the work, what Laderman

calls the “centerpiece,” in which the “lyrical melodic impulse takes over.” There is a lovely variety of

string sound and varied mood—from the “hushed” section in which the melody is in the viola and cello

to the quicker moving, extraordinarily expressive passage that follows. The Timbral Variations explores

timbre with sul ponticello and harmonics; then a very accented 3/8 section in a dense texture in which

the instruments make use of effects such as “at the frog,” col legno, and pitch slides culminates in a

motoric 3/4. In the last movement, the Presto, Laderman continues his work with timbre and again

uses string techniques which provide a wealth of different color. The piece climaxes with cascades of

wave-like music, marked “like mighty waves,” and pitch slides driving towards the conclusion. The

textures are thick, varied, complex, original. 

The Eleventh Quartet, the “Fantasy” Quartet, was composed in 1999 and premiered in 2001 by

the Miró Quartet at the Marine Biological Laboratories in Woods Hole. Laderman says: “I wanted to

write a quartet that had a conciseness—not brevity—within a single movement, yet with the same

kind of intensity as in the Ninth Quartet.” It is based on his earlier Fantasy for Solo Cello written for

Patrick Jee. Laderman says, “The juxtaposition of the two ideas, so unbelievably different, and the

dramatic potential and the musical potential of evolving those disparate ideas was really what intrigued

me, and that lends itself to a quartet, that great volatility of opposites happening. You see it in the

Beethoven last quartets all over the place—in the stark contrast of material. It lends itself to writing for

the quartet in a wonderful way because a quartet can turn on a dime, switch channels.”



The Performers

Recent grand-prize winners of the 2007 Plowman National Chamber Music competition and the 2008

Chamber Music Foundation of New England International competition, the Alianza String Quartet has

been described as “a showstopper” (Columbia [Mo.] Daily Tribune), “among the best in the USA”

(President of the American Academy of Arts and Letters), “a group of tremendous vision and integrity”

(Clive Greensmith, cellist, Tokyo String Quartet). Following their 2007 Carnegie Hall debut, the New

York Times reported that “the Alianza players are musical, well trained and have an unusually elegant

sound—they boil over with an edge-of-the-seat eagerness.” 

The Alianza String Quartet was formed in 2004 at Yale University’s School of Music. From 2006 to

2008 they were in residence as postgraduate associates of the Yale School of Music. At Yale, the

Alianza Quartet were closely mentored by the Tokyo String Quartet. As teaching assistants to the Tokyo

quartet they also coached undergraduate and graduate ensembles.

The Alianza Quartet had successful summer residences at the Norfolk Chamber Music Festival and

Pacific Music Festival (PMF), Japan. In Japan, they toured Hokkaido and performed at venues such as

Sapporo’s Kitara Concert Hall and the Hakodate Arts Hall. Highlights of the Alianza Quartet’s past sea-

sons include their European debuts at the Aldeburgh Festival, UK, the French Academy in Rome (Villa

Medici), Italy, and the Aix-en-Provence Festival, France. 

Within the USA, the quartet has performed throughout the east coast and mid-west with perfor-

mances at Carnegie Hall’s Weill and Zankel recital halls, Merkin Concert Hall and Juilliard’s Paul Recital

Hall in New York City, Yale University’s Sprague Memorial Hall and British Art Center, University of

Notre Dame DeBartolo Performing Arts Center, and the Missouri Theatre Center for the Arts, Columbia,

Mo. They have won the Yale School of Music Chamber Music Competition and have been finalists at

the Coleman National Chamber Music competition.

The Alianza quartet maintains a strong commitment to contemporary music with performances and

recordings of Ezra Laderman’s and Benjamin Lees’ string quartets.

The second Episode, marked Scherzando, uses short, decisive sixteenth note figures which coalesce

and then end suddenly, surprisingly. The third Episode, marked Moderato, in 9/8, has a mournful quality,

with descending figures and slides. The fourth Episode, Con brio, moves rapidly with well-etched figures

spun into a long melodic thread and then disperses into a violin line over sustained tones. The fifth

Episode, Adagio, is very short, makes use of sustained textures that sometimes create dissonance, but

ends in an unresolved consonance. These contrasting episodes function almost as though this middle

section of the quartet was a cycle of shorter works. Laderman says that in these episodes he was

“seeking a feeling of spontaneity, a certain unexpectedness.”

The third movement, Giocoso, relates back to the intervals of the first movement cell, the falling

sixth and third. The beginning of the movement, an extended melody in triplets derived from the opening

cell of the first movement, is bright and brilliant—the indication for the first violin at the beginning is

“Like a cut diamond with all its bright refraction.” An electrifying, extended, tremolo chord dissolves

into a funèbre—a device he has used before in his Seventh Quartet—but gradually the music is

transformed and the movement becomes sweeter. “I wanted to give as sweet an ending as I could,”

he says. The melody beginning this sweeter section begins with the descending minor sixth—at the

same pitch—with which the quartet opens. At the close of the movement there are two references to

the Tristan chord. “This is the chord that unhinged the world from tonality. I make a farewell bow to the

chord that transformed music. It means so much to twentieth century composers—it opens the way for

the twentieth century.” The work ends in C Major with an added sixth.

Many thanks to the Oral History Project at Yale for allowing me to use a few quotes about the Eleventh

Quartet from my interviews with Mr. Laderman of 2004-2007. Other quotes come from a phone con-

versation I had with Mr. Laderman on June 10, 2008.

—Susan Hawkshaw
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Ninth Quartet
1 I. Forza [2:29]

2 II. Allegro [2:26]

3 III. Allegretto [3:41]

4 IV. Andante [8:48]

5 V. Timbral Variations [2:49]

6 VI. Presto [4:06]

Eleventh Quartet 
7 One movement with multiple tempi [14:31]

Twelfth Quartet
8 I. Allegro con spirito [4:38]

9 II. Episodes [6:45]

Episode 1: Andante

Episode 2: Scherzando

Episode 3: Moderato

Episode 4: Con brio

Episode 5: Adagio

10 III. Giocoso [9:21]

Total Time 59:46

Recording Engineer: Eugene Kimball
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